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ACUTE CONDITIONS
INCIDENCE AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY
Charles S. Wilder, Division
INTRODUCTION
During July 1969-June 1970 an estimated
406.7 miIIion acute illnesses or injuries requiring
either medical attention or restriction of daiIy
activities occurred in the civilian, noninstitu-
tional population of the United States (table 1).
The incidence of acute conditions was 204.8
conditions per 100 persons per year. This
incidence rate is very similar to that of 206.8 per
100 pers~ns per year reported for the 12 months
ending in June 1969. Although the number of
influenza-like conditions per 100 persons per
year (41.1) was about 25 percent lower during
the current year contrasted with the prior year’s
incidence rate of 54.7 when the Hong Kong
influenza epidemic occurred, increases in other
condition groups compensated to offset this
decline.
This report is based on information col-
lected in the Health Interview Survey and is one
of an annual series of such reports on the
incidence of acute illness or injury in the civilian
population, exclusive of inmates of institutions.
The most recent report, Series 10, No. 69,
covered the epidemiologic year, July 196 8-June
1969; other “Acute Conditions” reports in
Series 10 are nos. 1, 10, 15, 26,38,44, and 54.
The incidence of acute conditions on a calendar
year basis is summarized in the “Current Esti-
mates” reports, Series 10, Nos. 52, 60, 63, and
72 for 1967 through 1970.
of Health Interview Statistics
SOURCE OF DATA
The information from the Health Interview
Survey presented in this report is derived from
household interviews of a probability sample of
the civilian, noninstitutional population of the
United States. The sample is designed so that
interviews are conducted during every week of
the year by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau
of the Census. However, from January through
March 1970 interviews were conducted every
other week due to budgetary restrictions. During
July 1969-June 1970, the sample was composed
of about 37,000 households containing about
115,000 persons Iiving at the time of the
interview. Comparability with previous a.mmd
estimates is not affected by the reduced sample
since the weighting procedure employed for the
Health Interview Survey adjusts for the missing
weeks.
A description of the design of the survey,
of the methods used in estimation, and of
general qualifications of the data obtained from
the survey is presented in appendix I. Since
estimates shown in this report are based on a
sample of the population rather than on the
entire population, they are subject to sampling
error. Therefore particular attention should be
paid to the section entitled “Reliability of
Estimates.” Sampling errors for most of the
estimates are of relatively low magnitude. How-
ever, where an estimated number or the numera-
1
tor or the denominator of a rate or percentage is
small, the sampling error may be high.
Because of the reduction in sampling dur-
ing January-March 1970, the estimates for this
quarter are subject to larger sampling error than
those for the remainder of the year.
Certain terms used in this report are de-
fined in appendix IL Some of the terms have
specialized meanings for the purpose of the
survey. For example, estimates of the incidence
of acute conditions include, with certain ex-
ceptions, those conditions which had started
within the 2 weeks prior to the week of
interview and which had involved either” medical
attention or restricted activity. The exceptions,
listed in appendix II, are certain conditions such
as heart trouble and diabetes which are always
considered chronic, regardless of duration or
onset.
Annual estimates of the number of disabili-
ty days associated with each acute condition are
derived from the number of such days experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to week of
interview and include all those reported, even if
the illness causing the disability had its onset
prior to the 2-week period. Since any particular
day of disability may be associated with more
than one condition, the sum of days for all
conditions adds to more than the total number
of person-days of disability.
The questionnaires employed by the Health
Interview Survey during July 1969-June 1970
are illustrated in the “Current Estimates” re-
ports for 1969 and 1970 (Series 10, Nos. 63 and
72). Appendix III shows the probe questions
and condition pages used during January-June
1970.
COMPARISON WITH EARLIER YEARS
During the 12 months ending in June 1970
the annual incidence of new acute illnesses or
injuries per 100 persons was 204.8, closely
comparable to the incidence rate of 206.8 for
July 1968-June 1969. Table A presents compar-
ative rates of incidence and associated disability
days for 7 data collection years. The data
collection procedure was the same for’ the first 4
years shown in the table. During July 1967-June
1968 the sample was split during a test of a new
collection procedure, the “person approach”
described in the “Current Estimates” report for
1967 (Series 10, No. 52). The “condition
approach” used in earlier years was used in
one-half of the sample. The person approach has
been employed as the collection method for the
last 2 years in the table. Also, medical coding
employing the 8th Revision of the International
Classification of Diseases as it has been adapted
for use in the United States began in 1969.
Heretofore medical coding was done using the
7th “Revision of the International Classification
of Diseases. These two changes in collection
method and medical coding cause somle loss in
comparability over the 7 years. However, in the
broad groupings shown in the table, the loss in
comparability should be minimized. 1
Although the total incidence of acute
conditions per 100 persons per year was about
the same for July 1968-June 1969 and July
1969-June 1970, several of the condition groups
changed substantially. The incidence rate of
influenza-like conditions dropped by a fourth
from 54.7 to 41.1 conditions per 100 persons
per year and the annual incidence in the group
“other respiratory conditions” rose from 3.8 to
6.1 conditions per 100 persons. The incidence
rate of upper respiratory conditions remained
about the same for the 2 years. The reported
incidence of injuries increased by about 14
percent from 24.2 to 27.7 per 100 persons per
year. An additional probe question (appendix
III, question number 14) contributed to the rise
in rate.
The only age group to show a significant
change in incidence rate was that for persons
under 6 years of age, where the rate rose from
317.3 to 346.6. The geographic distribution of
acute conditions was substantially the same for
the two time periods.
In general, acute conditions caused fewer
disability days per person per year during the
current year than in July 1968-June 1969. The
annual rates of restricted activity amd bed
1See the recent acute conditions report f,Series 10,
No. 69) for a brief discussion of the change in the
International Classification from the 7th to 8th Revi-
sions, and see Series 2, No. 48
effects of the change from the
the person approach.
for- a d;ciision of the
conditions approach to
2
Table A. Comparative incidence and disability-day rates per 100 persons per year for selected statistics on acute conditions: United States,
each year July 1963-June 1970
Characteristic
All acute conditions . .
Condition group
Infective and parasitic diseases
Respiratory conditions . .
Upper respiratory
conditions . . . .
Influenza . . . . . .
Other respiratory .
conditions . . . .
Digestive system conditions .
Injuries





Under 6 years . . . . . .
6-16 years . . . . . . .
17-44 years . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . .
65 years and over . . . .
Place of residence
All SMSA
Outside SMSA:. . . . “ .
Nonfarm . . . . . .
Farm . . . . . . .
Geographic region
Northeast
North Centr;l I u I n I :
South . . . . . . . . .
West . . . . . . . . .
Type of disability day
Days of restricted activity .
Days of bed disability . . .
Days lost from work among
currently employed
persons . . . . . . .
Days lost from school
among children aged






































































































































































































Table B. Incidence of acute conditions par 100 pareons par year and average duration of days of restricted activity and bed disability par
condition, by condition group: United Statas, July 1969June 1970
Condition group
All acute conditions .
Infective and parasitic diseases
Respiratory conditions . . .
Upper respiratory conditions
Influenza . . . . .
Other respiratory condition:
Digestive system conditions .
Injuries . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
disability were reduced by about a half day to
8.5 and 3.8 days per person, respectively.
Among children 6-16 years old the number of
days lost from school per person per year
declined from 4.9 to 4.5 days during July
1969-June 1970. However, among currently
employed persons the number of days lost from
work per person per year was essentially the
same for the two periods—3.9 and 3.8 days,
respectively. A currently employed person is one
who had a job or business or worked at any time
during the 2-week period prior to the week of
interview.
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND
ASSOCIATED DISABILITY DAYS
During July 1969-June 1970 there was an
incidence of 406.7 million acute illnesses and
injuries which were medically attended or
caused at least 1 day of restricted activity (table
1). These conditions caused an estimated 1.7
billion days of restricted activity or an average
duration of 4.2 days per condition (tables B and
2). They also caused an estimated 748.7 million




































about 1.8 days per condition (table 3). The
average duration in a given condition category is
determined from the total number of disability
days during the year divided by the incidence
during the year. It can also be computed by
dividing the particular rate of disability days by
the incidence rate.
Females experienced a higher incidence of
acute conditions per 100 persons per year than
did males-212.2 for females and 196.9 for
males. Similarly, the average duration of re-
stricted activity per condition was substantially
longer for females than for males-4.4 days per
condition for females compared with 3.9 days
per condition for males (table C). The average
duration of bed stay per condition was 2.0 days
for females and 1.7 days for males.
Table B shows that the condition group
“other respiratory conditions” had the longest
average duration of disability and that “upper
respiratory conditions” had the short~est dura-
tion.
About 19.4 percent of acute conditions
were medically attended but did not cause
reduction in daily activities (tables D and 4).
Thus about four of each five acute conditions
4
Table C. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons par year and average duration of days of restricted activity and bad disability per
condition, by selected characteristics: United States, July 1969June 1970
Condition group
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex—
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age
Under 6years .,...... . . . . . . . .
8-16years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Place of rasidence
All SMSA
Outside SMS& ””-”””’” ““”-”””
Nonfarm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















































Table D. Percent distribution of incidence of acute conditions by measures of im~ct of illnass according to condition group:
United States, June 1969June 1970
Incidence of Medically
acuta conditions Madicelly attendad Activity






All acute conditions .
Infective and parasitic diseases.
Respiratory conditions . . .
Upper respiratory mxxlitions
Influenza . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions
Digestive system conditions .
Injurias . . . . . . .
Another acute conditions . .
Percent distribution
406,652 100.0 , 19.4 I 38.6 I 42.0
48,555 100.0 10.7 46.5 42.8
224,372 100.0 12.1 34.9 53.0
130,645 100.0 16.7 31.7 51.6
81,656 100.0 3.6 35.4 61.0
12,071 100.0 19.7 66.1 14.2
21,907 100.0 18.6 33.5 47.9
54925 100.0 42.6 44.3 13.1
56,894 100.0 33.6 43.3 23.2
5
caused activity restriction. About three of each
five conditions were medically attended ( 19.4
percent medically attended only and 38.6 per-
cent medically attended and activity restricting).
As age increased, the incidence of acute
conditions per 100 persons per year declined for
all acute conditions (table 5). However, this
pattern was noted primarily for the infective and
parasitic diseases and respiratory illnesses. The
incidence rates of digestive conditions and in-
juries were more evenly distributed across the
age span shown in the table. The average
duration of disability days per acute condition
was longest for persons 45 years and over with
7.3 days of restricted activity and 3.1 days in
bed (tables C, 6, and 7). Correspondingly, the
average duration was least for children under 6
years of age–2.8 days of restricted activity and
1.2 days in bed.
During July 1969-June 1970 acute condi-
tions caused an estimated 203.0 million days
lost from school or 4.5 days per child aged 6-16
years (table 8). As shown in table 5 there were
about 118.3 million acute conditions reported
for these children, so the average duration of
absence from school per condition was short—
1.7 days per condition.
The currently employed population experi-
enced about 1.7 acute illnesses or injuries per
pm-son per year during the year ending in June
1970 (table 9). These acute conditions resulted
in 3.8 days Iost from work per currentIy
employed person (table 10). When these figures
are used to show average duration per condition,
they show that there were 2.3 days absence
from work per condition.
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
The incidence of acute illnesses and injuries
per 100 persons per year was quite similar for
persons living in metropolitan areas and nonfarm
residents outside of metropolitan areas (table
11). However, farm residents outside metropoli-
tan areas experienced a lower incidence rate
than either of the other two groups. In each
residence category the pattern of age and sex
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Figure 1. Incidence of acute conditions per 100
persons per year, by place of residence and
age.
entire population (figure 1 and table 11). Non-
farm residents outside standard metropolitan
statistical areas (SMSA) had a somewhat longer
average duration of restricted activity per condi-
tion than did residents of the other areas (table
12). The average duration of bed stay per
condition was the same for the residents of
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Figure 2. Incidence of acute conditions per 100
persons per year, by geographic region and
age.
average duration of disability was lowest among
farm residents.
The incidence rates for most condition
groups were quite similar by place of residence
(table 14). However, although the average dura-
tion of disability was lowest among farm res-
idents for most categories. it was higher for
restricted activity days due to injuries (tabIes C,
15, and 16).
The incidence of acute conditions per 100
persons per year was highest in the West Region
and very similar in each of the other three
geographic regions (table 17). The average dura-
tion of disability per condition was remarkably
sirniIar in each region-average duration of re-
stricted activity ranged from 4.0 days in the
North Central Region to 4.3 days in the North-
east and South Regions and the range of days in
bed was 1.7 to 2.0 days (tabIe C, 18, and 19).
Figure 2 shows the incidence rates by age for
each region. The higher rates for the West
Region occurred for most age groups.
Respiratory conditions were primarily re-
sponsible for the excess incidence per 100
persons per year for the West Region (tabIe 20).
The incidence rate of upper respiratory condi-
tions was highest in the West Region. The
incidence of conditions reported as influenza per
100 persons per year was about the same in the
North Central and West Regions; in each of
these regions the rate was about one-third higher
than the incidence rate for the Nation as a
whole.
Even though the incidence rate of in-
fluenza-like iIlness was lo~ti in the Northeast and
South Regions, the average duration of disability
per condition was higher in these regions than






All regions . . 4.1 2.5
Northeast 4.6 2.7
North Centra-l : : : 2.1
South . . . . . . ;:; 3.0
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Figure 3. Incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons per quarter, by condition group.
SEASONAL VARIATION: period July 1963-June 1969 shown in figure 3
CALENDAR QUARTER are presented in the “Acute Conditions” reports,
Series 1O-NOS. 15, 26, 38, 44, 54, and 69.
Figure 3 shows that the peak incidence of Tables 23-30 show incidence of acute
all acute conditions and respiratory conditions iIlnesses and kjuries and associated days of
followed the usual pattern and returned to the restricted activity and bed disability per quarter.
January-March quarter. During July 1968-June
zThe rates in figure 3 are plotted on a semi-
1969 the Hong Kong influenza epidemic caused logarithmic scale so that visual comparisons can be made
peak incidence to occur during October- of relative amounts of seasonal variation within and
December 1968. The incidence ratesz for the between individual curves of conditions groups.
000
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUT”E CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITED sTATEs, JULy 1969-JuNE 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and reformation on the reliability of




























100.0 100.0 100.0 204.8 196.9
24.6
212.2


































































































































































































SPRAINS ANO STRAINS— ----------























































































35.3ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OITIONS-------—




PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
DISEASES OF THE SKIN-----—-—--
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM—--——--—----—----—--




































NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
N.O.S.—NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N.E.C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 2. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED IIITH ACUTE CONOITIONS AND OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER LOO
PER SIJNS PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CON OITIL)N GRLIUP: uNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based m bousebold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and in fonnakion on thareliabiIityof
the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendixl~
CCINOITION GROUP
BLITH
SEXES II MALE I FEMALE BOTHSEXES II MALE I IFEMALE
II 1
OAYS OF REST RItTEO ACTIVITY
,, 1
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARIN THOUSANOS
ALL ACUTE CON OPT ION S--------- 1,6 B8,799 727,733 961,065 850.6 761.6 933.1






















COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES --------
THE v[RuS, N.o. S -----------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASi TIC















RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ------------- 805,318 405.6






MAN 1 FE STAT ION S--— ------------
fJTHER IN FLUENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITILINS -----
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OENTAL CONOITIUNS --------- —-----
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N . E . c ---------------------------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM











164,9281 NJ UR I ES----— --------------------- 346,748 174.6
FRAc TuRES, OISLOCATIONSt SPKAINS.
ANO STRAINS-—--------------—--
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS-------—---






























































OISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HEADACHES-------- —--------------
GENXTOURINARY CJISOROERS---— -----
OELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SKI N-----------—
DISEASES OF THE MuSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM---—---------— ----------












NOTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT EL SEHHERE Classified.
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TA3LE 3. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER LOO PERSDNS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONDITION GROup: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on tbe reliability of





L)AYS OF BEO 01 SA81LITY
IN THOUSANOS
CONOITION GROUP
OAYS OF 8E0 DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR











THE VIRUS, N.lJ. s.-------— -------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
























37,306 17,627 19,680 18.8
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ------------- 416,345 170,143 I 246,201 209.7








OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITILINS -----
PNE uMON i A---------------- —----
BRONCHI TIS-—----—--—------—




















































OiGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------- 38,866 19.6
OENTAL CONDITIONS----— ----------
FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS~
N . g .c ,------------—-------,——————
OTHER 01 G5STIVE SYSTEM















I NJ UR I E S-—----—----------— ------ 95,524 47,151 I 48,374 48.1
FRACTURES, OISLDCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AND STRAINS-—--—-----------—
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS--—— ------


































ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS---—--— 107,479 33,273 I 74,206 54. I
OISEASES OF THE EAR----------—--
HEAOACHES----—------—----——--
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS----—--—
DELIvERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM-—
DISEASES OF THE SKIN---------—--
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SY STEM —----—--------------——











































NOTE : N. O.S. --NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TAtlLE 4. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, 8Y MEASURES OF
THE IMPACT OF ILLNESS, SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
rDate. are based onhcmsehold interviews of thecivilian, ncmi.stit.ticmal pp.lation. Thes.rvey ales,@, general qualifioa~ons, andinfmmation ontiereliahility of the
estimates are given inappendixl. De finitionsoftenns are given in append]xll]
MEASURES OF THE IMPACT OF ILLNESS
ME OICALLY
MEDICALLY ATT ENOEO ACTIVITY
TOTAL ATT ENOEO AND AC TIV- RESTRICT-
ONLY ZTY RE- ING ONLY
STRICTING
IMEOICALLYME OICALLY ATT ENOEO ACTIVITY
RESTRICT-
ING ONLY




NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
BOTH SEXES INC1OENCE OF ACUTE CLINOITIONS
IN THOUSANOS













































































IN FL UENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CIJNO IT iONS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOI T ION S--------------
INJURIES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOI T ION S--------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
IN FECTIVL ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES-------------—-















































































CONOI T ION S------- —-----
INJuR I ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE







































































IN FL UENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT ION S----— -----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEN
CONO 1 T ION S--------------
INJURIES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO1 T ION S----— --------
NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR FIEOICAL
ATTENTION.
TABLE 5. INCIDENCE UF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR* BY AGE,
SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based on household interview’s of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability
of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions oftenns aregiven inappendix II]
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP
UNOE R 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEAR S YEARS YEARS L OVER
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS G OVER
II I I I
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
BOTH SEXES 100 PERSONS PER YEARIN THUUSANOS




















































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EXCLUDEO FRIJM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTIUN.
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED HITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSUNS P&R YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CI.INO[TION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JuNE 1970
[Dak are based on household mterwmvs of the civd,an, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general q..lifimtims, md infmrmticm m the reliability Of the ~,.
timates ara g,ven in sppendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~




01S EAS ES---— -----------
RESPIRATURY CUNDi TIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
LONO AT 10 NO-----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
COND IT IONS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOI T ION S--------------
INJUR 1 ES----— -—--------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CdNO IT I(JNS---— ---------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CilNO IT IONS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DIS EASE S---— -----------
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S---
UPPER RESPIRATORY





CON DI T ION S--------------
INJu RI Es —---------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
ClJNO I T 10 NO--------------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
IN FE CT’IVE ANO PARASITIC
O IS EASE S--------- —-----
RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO I T ION S-----------
INFLUENZA------— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY
COND IT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT ION S--------------
[NJu RI ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT ION S--------------
II UNOEK I I I 45ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARSAGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER









































































































































ALL 6 6-16 17-4.$ YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS Z OVER
II I 1 I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY









































































































































TAHLE 7. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANIJ CCINDITIUN GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1370
rDataare based onho.sehold interviews of the civilian, noninstit.tio.al wwlation. Thesuwey design, general qualifications, andinformation onthereliability of the.
estimaLesa& given in appendk~. Defmltionsofterk am-giv;n inap&ndix 21]
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-lb 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
UNDEP 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEAFS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS C OVERSEX AND CONDITION GROUP
I I I I
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAROAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANDSBOTH SEXES






























































































































































































































COND I T ION S-----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY








































































CON OI T ILINS-----------—-
INJURIES----—----—--—-
ALL OTHER ACUTE






TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATEU WITH ALUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CUNLJITI(IN GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
@,a are based cm household interviews of the civilian, rmrirwtit.timral populatim. The survey design, general qualifications, and inforrnaticm
on thereliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of fmmsaregiven in appendix I]
CCJNI)ITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES --------
RESPIRATORY CONDITI ONS------------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
INFLUENZA -----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------------
INJURIES --------------------------------


































DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER





























TABLE 9. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS AMONG CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSflNS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONCIITION GROUP: UNITED
STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
~ata are based on household interviews of the siviliah, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
onthereliabllity of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix~]
SEX ANO CUNOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CUNOITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIUNS -------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASiTIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
(ITHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CLINOITIONS ------------
INJURIES-----------------—------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS---— --------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CIJNOITIONS-------------—--
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE (,UNDITILINS---— --------
ALL AGES-
17 YEARS 17-44 Y;;RS
& OVER YEARS & OVER




















































































17 YEARS 17-44 YEARS
& OVER YEARS .S OVER
NUM8ER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS



















































































NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
NLIR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 10. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PEMSONS PER YEAR,8Y AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-
JIJNE 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infcmnation
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix Ifl
dLL AGES- 45
17 YEARS 17-44 YEARS
& OVER YEARS .S OVER
SEX AND CONDITION GROUP
OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER
100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO
PERSONS PER YEAR
BUTH SkXES DAYS LOST FROM WORK
IN THOUSANDS
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS ------------- 293,810 167,164 126,646 379.0 355.9 414.4
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RtSPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------






































































































INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---------— ------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA--------— ------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
I)IGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES---------------------—--------




























INFECTIVE ANI) PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RIiSPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA----------------—----------
LITHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------


































TABLE 11. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY
PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
@a are based on hcmsehold interview’s of the civilian, ncminstitutio.ml population. Thesurveydesigm, general qualifications, and information ontbe








45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------










45 YEARS ANO OVER----—
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----
UNDER 6 YEARS ----------
6-16 YEARS -------------
17-44 YEARS— ----------











































































































































NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
204.8 II 209.4











































































































NOTE: EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 12. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESI13ENCE, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based cm household intmviws of the civilian, nminstit.timal population. The survey des,gn, general qualifications, and information on the





DAYS OF REsTRICTED ACTIVITY OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
BIJTH SEXES IN THOUSANOS 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL AGES --------- 1,68~,799 51,173 850.6 855.2 871.8 622.01,113,617 524,(X)9




45 YEARS ANO OvER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------



























































































ALL AGES --------- 727,733 466,484




45 YEARS ANO LlvFR ------
45-b4 YEARS---------–


























































































ALL AGES --------- 961,065 647,133




45 YEARS ANU OVER ------
45-64 YEiIRS ----------





















































































TABLE 13. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF BEZI DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOtNCE, SEXt ANo AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based O. household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the








45 YEARS ANO OVER----—
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER----—
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER----—
45-b4 YEARS--------—
65 YEARS AND OVER--—
UNOER 6 YEARS ----------
6-lb YEARS-------—----
17-44 YEARS ------------










































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. INCIDENCE DF ACUTE CLINDIr I13NS AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR,
RESIDENCE, SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP:
BY PLACE OF
UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of theo,vilisn, n.anin.tit.tional pop.latiom Thes.rvey design, gener.l q.difi.at10.8, sndinformation ontiereliability ofth6
est]tnates arogiven]n appendix 1. De fhitionsof t.mns are gwenin appendixfz]
ZIzEiiE
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
SEX ANO CLINOITION GROUP
INCIOENCE (zF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOSL!(JTH SEXES














IN FE CTIVL ANO PARASITIC DISEASE S--
KESPIRATURY CONDITION S------------




























































































IN FL UENZA----------------— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONIZITIONS----
DIGESTIVk SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------
INJu RI Es------------------------—
FRACTURES, 131SLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, AND ST RAIN S-----------
OPEN WOUNOS ANII LACE RAT IONS-----
CON TUSILINS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I E S-------—--— ----------
OTHER CURRENT lNJURl ES----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CUNOITIDNS --------
MALE
ALL ALUTE CONDITIONS --------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES—
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S ------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT LONS----
IN FL UENZA---------------— ------
CITHEK RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITION S-------
INJUR I ES---------- —--------------
FRACTURES, DISLDCATIOtiS,
SPRA1lti S, ANO ST RAIN S-----------
OPEN WUUNDS ANO LACE RAT IONS-----
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
lNJ UR I E S----— -----------------
OTHER CURRENT lNJURl ES----------










































































































ALL ACUTE CCINDIT ION S--------



































































































IN FL UC NIA-----------------------
UT HER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--—
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM C,ONOITIUNS -------
INJURI E S-------—-—----— --------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA[NS -----------
OPEN wOUNOS AND LACE RAT IIJNS -----
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJ UK IE S---------------— ------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CllNDIT IONS --------
N(JTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR ME II ICAL
ATTENTION.
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TABLE 15. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED dITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANo DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE, SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JuLY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data we based on household interviews of tbe civilian, noninstitutional population. The amwey design, general quslifi.atimw, and information on tbe reliability of tbe
estimates e.regiven in appendix I. De finitmns oft6nns aregiven inappendixfI]
OUTSIOE SMSA
ALL ALL
AREAS St4SA NONFARM F ARMSEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES

















































SPRAINS, ANO ST RAIN S-----—----
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS -----
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR I E S-—-—-—------— ------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ----------

































































ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS------— 466,484 761.6






















































































































SPRAINS, AND STRAIN S—-------—





















ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS--—--— 647,133 933.1





DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITION S-----—
lNJ U RI E S——------------—------—
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,


































































17.2OPEN NOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS---—
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL
I NJ UR I ES-—-—-—--—----—----
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES----—----








TABLE 16. OAr S OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANo OAY.S OF BED disability PER 100 pERSoNS PER
YEAR, BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data me based m household mterv,ew of the civ,lian, normnstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in appendixl. Definitions of terms aregiven inappendixlfl
SEX AND CCIND1TION GROUP
OUTSIOE SMSA
ALL ALL
AREAS SMSA NONFARM F ARM
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
IN THOU SANOS
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100
BOTH SEXES PERSONS PER YEAR


























































































































































































i) IGESTi VE SYSTEM CONDITION S-------
INJURIES --------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIIJNS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S-----------
OPEN tlOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS-----
CUN7USLONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURI&S -------------------- ---
OTHER CURRENT INJuRIES ----------
ALL OTHER ACUTE Ci)NOIT IONS --------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS— ------ 311,416
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--




OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------
INJURIES----------— --------------
FRACTURES, O1SLOCATIONS.



















































OPEN WOUt40S ANO LACE RAT IONS-----
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR 1 ES-—---- —--------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES----—----
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOXTIONS --------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS------— 437,266
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES --
RESPIRATORY CONDITION S------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS----
influenza -----------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------
INJURIES --------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLUCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAIN S-----------
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACE RAT IONS-----
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJ UR I ES-----------------------
OTHER CURRENT IN Buries ----------










































































TABLE IT. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER LIF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC
REGION, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JuNE 1970
[Datiare b~edonhousehold inhwiews of thecivilim, noninstitutional ppu1ation. fhesuweyd esign,g eneralq .afifi.@iOns,a ndinformationo nthereliatiIityo fthe
estimaksare given in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendixfL]
SEX AND AGE
ALL NURTH- NIIRTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH wEST
ALL NORTH- NORTH
IEGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER lflf3
BOTH SEXES IN THOUSANOS PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL AGE S-------- 406,652 97, T92 10 T,712 125,926 75,222 204.8 199.2 193.6 204.6 233.1
UNOEi3 5 YEAR S---------
5-14 YE AD S ------------
15-24 YEARS---------?-
25-44 YEARS-------—--
45 YEARS ANO L3VER-----
45-64 YE AD S---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---



















































































































UNDER 5 YEAKS ---------
5-14 YEARS ------------
15-24 YEARS -----------
25-44 YE Ails -----------
45 YEARS ANO lJVER -----
45-6+ YE AD S---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
UNOER 6 YE ADS---------

















































































































UNOER 5 YEARS ---------
5-14 YEARS ------------
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YE AD S-----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------





































































































UNOE17 6 YE Ads---------
6-16 YE AD S------------
17-+4 YEAR.S -----------
NOTE: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONOITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTPICTEO ACTIVITY NOFf MEDICAL
AT TbNTION.
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TABLE 18. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY AS SUCIATFU wITH ACUTE CON DITIUNS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 190
PERSONS PER YEAR, bY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, ANO AGL: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
Data are based on household interviews dthe c,v,tm”. nrminst~lut,mml pqmlat,cm. Thesurveydesig”, ge”eral qualifications, and ,nformatumonthere liability of the
estimates are g,ven ,n awe.d ix. De f,n,t,ons of terms are given m appendix H
ALL
?EGIONS
ALL II NO KTH- NORTHREGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH I wEST NORTH-EASTSEX AND AGk
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
WITH SEXES DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOU SANOS PERSONS PER YEAR
















































UNDER 5 YE AD S---------
5-i4 YE AD S------------
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YEAR S-----------
45 YCARS AND OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------
65 YEARS ANO LIVE R---
UNDER 6 YE AD S---------
6-16 YEAR S--------—--




















































































45 YEARs AND fJiJER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------




































































































uNOER b YEANS ---------
6-16 YE AD S------------
17-44 YE& A S-----------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--------
UNOt R 5 YE Alas ---------
5-14 YEARS ------------
15-24 YEAR S-----------
25-44 YE AR S-------—--
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------
6.5 YEAUS ANO OVER---
UNOER 6 YEAR S---------
b-lo YE AD S------------





































































































TABLE 19. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITILINS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGIIJN, SEX, AND AGE: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
rDat8nre based onhouseh.ld interviews .fthe civilian. nonin.tit.tional emulation. Thesnrveydesim, zeneral malifications, andinformtion onthereliabilitv oftbe.
estimates aregiven inapp&dix I. Definitions oft&s are-g&inap&dix12]
ALL NORTH- NORTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH WEST
ALL NORTH- NORTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH wESTSEX ANO AGE
OAYS OF 8E0 DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES DAYS OF BEO 0[SA81LITY IN THOUSANOS



































































































































































UNDER 5 YEARS ---------
5-14 YE AD S------------
15-24 YEARS-— --------
25-44 YEAR S-— —------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------





































ALL AGES -------- 325.9
UNDER 5 YEARS ---------
5-14 YEA& S--—— ------
15-24 YEARS -----------
25-44 YEAR S-----------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YEARS ---------
65 YEARS AND 4VER---
UNOER 6 YEARS---——--



































ALL AGE S-------- 424.6
UNOER 5 YEARS ---------
5-14 YEARS ------------
15-24 YEARS -----------
25-44 YEAR S---— ------
45 YEARS ANO OVER -----
45-64 YE AD S---------









































































































TABLE 20. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CON131TIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX,
ANO CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JuNE 19T0
[Dsba me based m hwseb.ld i.tarvi.we .f tie .ivil,e,n, nminm,t.tional pqml.b... ‘The survey de.,gn, general q.a[tfi.atims, and ,nfcmmti.n . . tie relmbilil.y OFtbeestmates me given
inappendixl. De f~nitiam.f terms amgivenmappmdix ILj
ALL NORTH- NOUTH
REGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH uEST
ALL IINORTH- NORTHiEGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH I WESTSEX ANO CUNDITION GRUUP
11 1 1 1
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOITIDNS PER 100lNCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOSBOTH StXES PERSONS PER YEAR














97,792 107, ?12 125,926 75,222 204.8 199.2 193.6 204.6 233.1
INFEC71VE ANO PARASITIC


















































































































































OTHER RESPIRATORY CONO IT IONS---




OPEN WLIUNOS AND LACERATIONS—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS---—--
MALE—
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------
INFECTIVE ANO PAR AS171C











































































































OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITr ON S---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CUNOITIONS ------
INJURIES -------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS----------
OPEN wOUNOS ANO LACE fLATIONS----
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES ---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS---—--
FEMALE
ALL ACUTk CONDITIONS -------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC



























































































































OTHER RESPIRATORY CON OPT IONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------
lNJUR lE S-------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS ----------
OPEN MOUNOS ANO LACERATION S—--
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES----------—------—--
OTHER CURRENT INJURr ES---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------
N07E : EXCLUOEO FROM THESE ST ATt STICS ARE ALL CONOITIONS INvOLVING NEr THER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 21. DAYS Of RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX* ANO CoNoITxoN GRoup E UN ITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[gatn amba%d . . household intervimw olthe civilian, mminstilutimml populdkm. The survey design, geneml q.mlific.tims,and in fwmW.ion cm the reliability of the estimates am given in
WWnmxl.h finitionsofbs sreziven in SODQrdixnl..
ALL N:~fJ;- NORTH
REGIONS CENTRAL SOUTH wEST
ALL NORTH- NORTH
tEGIONS EAST CENTRAL SOUTH wESTSEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100





















































































769. C 870.6 94’9.1ALL ACUTE CUNOITIONS ------- 1,688,79! 418*878
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC















































































































IN FLU ENZA--—------— ----------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITION&--
01 GE5TIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS--—--
lNJ UR IE S-------------— ----------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO STRA INS--—--—--
OPEN 140UNOS ANO LACERATIONS—--
CONTUSIUNS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR IE S----—----—--——----
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-— ------









761.6ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC











































































INJ UR IE S-------—-—---------—--
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONSV
SPRAINS, ANO STRAINS------—--
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS—--
CONTUS1ONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJUR 1ES--—------—— --------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-----—--







933.1ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC

























































































































TABLE 22. OAYb 111 sCD 01 SA81L1TY AS SCICIATEU biITH AL.uTE CONOITIONS AND DAYS OF BEO OISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, 13y GEO-
bRAPH[G REGIUN, SEX, ANu CUNI)LTIUN GROUP: UN ITEO STATES. JULY 1969-JuNE 1970
[Dat. areba.ed onhous.h.ld inkrv!.w. oith. civilian, nonan.tit.tion.l p.p.l.t,.n. Thes.cvey desi@,g.n.r.l q..lific.ti.ns, and,nformation .nth. r.li8tiliLy .fth..sLim.@s .r. ziven
SEX ANu CUND1TION GRUUP
,. .pp..d,. 1, D. fm,tmns .ftcrms .reg,v.nin app.nd, xll]
ALL IINORTH- NORTHREGIoNS EAST CENTRAL I SOUTH I WEST~~
DAYS OF BEO OISAOILITY IN THOU SANOS
II I I I
OAYS OF BEO 01 SAL31LITY PER 100 PERSONS
BUTh sEXES PER YEAR














186,882 :54,343 129, T02 377.1177,754 362.1 335.8 402.0
_ _

















































































































































1 NFL UENZA ----------------------
OTHER hESPIP. ATOKY CO NO IT IONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CIiNU iTIONS ------
INJu RI ES-------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, AND ST RAINS ----------
OPEN WOUNDS A)40 LACEKATILINS----
CON TUSIUNS ANU SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRt NT lNJURi ES---------
ALL OTHER ALUTE LUNOITIONS -------
MALE
ALL ALuTE CllNOITIONS -------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC

































































































































































































































RESPIRATORY CO,NUIT ION S-----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CUNOITIONS---





SPRAINS, AND STRAINS ----------
OPEN wOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS----
CUNTUSIUNS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRkNT [NJ URGE S---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CLINOITIONS -------
FEMALE







OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CLINOITIONS ------
INJURIES -------------------------
FRACTURES, OISLOCATIONS,
SPRAINS, ANO ST RAINS ----------
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATION S----
CONTUS1ONS AND SUPERFICIAL
INJURIES ----------------------
OTHER CURRENT tNJuRIES ---------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------
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TABLE 23. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
QUARTER, BY SEX AND AGE: IJNITED $T4TES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based onhousehold interview of thecivilian, noninstitutional population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, andinformation onthe
reliability of the estimates aregiven inappendix L Definitions of terms aregiven inappendix IIl
SEX ANO AGE
JULY- 0CTOi3ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH. JUNE
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100






45 YEARS ANO IJVER ------
45-04 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS---—--—-
65 YEARS ANU OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER---—-
45-64 YEAR.S--— ------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----






































































































































































































































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 24. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER C!UARTER AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER
QUARTER, BY SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969–JUNE 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civil,an, noninstitutional p@ation. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the
reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terma are given in appendix 1~
SEX ANO CCINOITIIJN GROUP
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-





INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THWSANOS



































































































COND IT ION S-----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM


























































































































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
ME OICAL ATTENTION.
TABLE 25. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND OAYS OF
RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data am based cm household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the








45 YEARS ANO UVER------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS—-----—-
65 YEARS AND OVER-—-









45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS---— -----
65 YEARS AND OVER----
UNOER 6 YEARS---— -----
6-16 YEARS -------------
17-44 YEARS ------------
JULY- OCTOtlER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE





































































































































JULY- ocTo8ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE







































































































































TABLE 26. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED IIITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED
ACTIVITY PtR 100 PER SL)NS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based On hmwhcJd interviews of the civilian, ncminstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infcmnation cm the
reliability of the estimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions oftermsare given in appendix I~




O IS EAS ES----------------








































JuLY- 0CT08ER- JANUARY- APRtL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE














































































































JULY- 0CTO13ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE














































































































TABLE 27. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCLATEO WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND DAYS OF BEo
Disability PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based m household interviews of the oivilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qusdifica~ions, and information on the
reliability of the estimatss are given in appendix I. Definitions of tsrms are given in appendix ~]
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-









OAYS OF 5E0 DISABILITY OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES--—--—-




45 YEARS ANO IJVER--—--
45-64 YEARS-------—-
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS Ai(O OVER---—-
45-64 YEARS-------—-










45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS---—--—-




IN TiiOUSANOS PERSONS PER QUARTER
































































































































































































































































TABLE 2S. CAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS PER QUARTER AND DAYS OF 13ED DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based cm bcwehold interview of the c,viliw noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the
reliability of tbe estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of tams are given in appendix Ill














































JULY- 0CTU13ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE














































































































JULY- OCTOBER- JANuARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE














































































































TABLE 29. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIIJNS AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY OAYS PER QUARTER ANO
NuMBER PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data we based on household interviews of the civilian, ncminstituticmal popuktion.The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the
reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEMBER MARCH JUNE
JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER OECEMBER MARCH JUNE
NUMBER OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
lNCIOENCE OF ACUTE RESPIRATORY
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANOS






































































45 YEARS ANO OVER-—---
45-64 YEARS ----------
























OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSDNS PER QUARTER














































45 YEARS AND OVER------
45-64 YEARS ----------
























111,678 45.8 I 99.7 I 154.8
OF BED DISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER



























45 YEARS ANO OVER------
45-64 YEARS---— -----











































27.6 94.0 97.8 ;;:;
23.0 73.6 106.2
20.9 45.7 86.5 23.7
NOTE: EXCLUDED FROM THE INCIOENCE OATA ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEDICAL ATTENTION.
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TABLE 30. INCIDENCE OF INJURIES AND ASSOCIATED DISABILITY DAYS PER QUARTER ANO NUMBER PER 100 PERSONS
PER QUARTER, BY AGE: UNITEO STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the
rehahility of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE
ALL AGES ---------
UNDER 15 YEARS ---------
15-44 YEARS-----— -----






45 YEARS AND OVER ------
ALL AGES--— -----
UNDER 15 YEARS ---------
15-44 YEARS-----— -----
45 YEARS AND OVER ------
[ I I
JuLY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- 1APRIL-EPTEMBER OECEMBER MARC H JUNE
INCIDENCE OF INJURIES
IN THOUSANOS
14,838 11,525 12,838 15,724
I I I
5,472 I 3,545 I 3,931 I 5,890
6,467 I 4,809 I 6,256 I 6,393
2,699 ] 3,170 \ *1 3,441
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS
87,752 83,852 79,790 95,354
15,331 \ 11,262 I 13,047 I 12,194
35,388 I 34,641 I 36,253 I 40,465
37,034 I 37,949 I 30,490 I 42,695
OAYS OF 8ED DISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS
24,992 25,360 19,788 25,385
I I I
* * * *
11,427 12,648 9,374 12,166
9,496 10,899 * 11,366
JULY- ocTo8ER- JANUARY- APRIL-
SEPTEMBER DECEM8ER MARCH JUNE
NUM8ER OF INJURIES PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER
7.5 5.8 6.5 7.9
9.3 6.0 6.7 10.0
8.2 6.1 7.8 7.9
4.9 5.3 * 5.7
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER QUARTER
44.4 42.3 40.1 47.8
25.9 19.1 22.1 20.7
44.6 43.6 45.4 50.3
62.2 63.5 50.6 70.9
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 10IO
PERSONS PER QUARTER
12.6 12.8 10.0 12.7
I I I
*1 *I *I *
14.5 I 15.9 11.7 15.1
15.9 18.2 * 18.9
NOTE: EXCLUDEII FROM THE INCILltNCE OATA ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTR!CTEO ACTIVITY NOR
MEDICAL ATTENTION.
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TA13LE 31. POPULATION USED iN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY PLACE OF RESIOENCE,
GEOGRAPHIC REGION, SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Data are bssed O. hcmsehold interviews of the civilisn, nminstitutional population. The survey design, general qualificaticmsj and infmnaticm
on the reliability of the estimatas are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms sre given in appendix ~]








45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 VEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----









45 YEARS AND OVER ------
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS AND OVER----
UNDER 6 YEARS ----------
6-lb YEARS -------------
17-44 YEARS ------------











































































































































































































































































tdoTE: FUR OFFICIAL POPULATIW E5TIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BuREAu OF THE CENSUS REpORTs
IJN THE CIVILIAN PLIPULATILIN OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS, SERIES P-20, P-25,
ANO P-60.
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TAtiLb 32. PUPULATIUN OF CURRENTLY EMpLoyED pERsuNs~ B’f SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATESJ JULY 1’969-’JUNE
1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimatas are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
POPULATION IN THOUSANOS
ALL AGES-17 YkARS AND Over --------------------- L==l 48,007 29,5211
17-44 YEARS ------------------------------------------ I 46,966 I 28,869 18,097
45 YEARS AND OVEN ------------------------------------ 30, 562 19,137 11,424
NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MURE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
UN THE CIVILIAN PUPULATIUN oF THE Ul~ITE~ STATES> IN CURRENT population REF’[lRTs~ SERIES ‘-20J ‘-25?
ANO P-6CI; ANO BUREAU UF LABOK STATISTICS MONTHLY REPoR.Tr Employment ANo EARNINGS.
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TABLE 33. POPULATION USED IN OBTAINING RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY QUARTER, SEX, AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, JULY 1969-JUNE 1970
[Dtita we based cm household int,ewiews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES-------------— ----------------




45 YbARS ANO OVER ----------------------------
45-64 YEARS --------------------------------
b5 YEARS AND OVER --------------------------









45 YEARS ANO OVER----— ----------------------
45-64 YEARS --------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER--------— ----------------









45 YEARS AtiD OVER----------------------------
45-64 YEARS --------------------------------




JULY- OCTOBER- JANUARY- APP.IL-






































































































































NUTE: FUR CIFFICIAL POPULATION ESTItJATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS PEP~RTS




Background of This Report
APPENDIX I
NOTES ON METHODS
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on informa-
tion collected in a continuing nationwide sample
of households in the Health Interview Survey
(HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on
personzil &d demographic characteristics, ill-
nesses, injuries, impairments, chronic conditions,
and other health topics. As data relating to each
of these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during July 1969-June 1970.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian,
noninititutionalized population of the United
States living at the time of the interview. The
sample does not include members of the Armed
Forces or U.S. nationals living in foreign coun-
tries. It should also be noted that the estimates
shown do not represent a complete measure of
any given topic during the specified calendar
period since data are not collected in the
interview for persons who died during the
reference period. For many types of statistics
collected in the survey, the reference period
covers the 2 weeks prior to the interview week.
For such a short period, the contribution by
decedents to a total inventory of conditions or
services should be very small. However, the
contribution by decedents during a long refer-
ence period (e.g., 1 year) might be sizable,
especially for older persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutional population of the Unit-
ed States. The sample is designed in such a way
that the sample of households interviewed each
week is representative of the target population
and that weekly samples are additive over time.
This feature of the design permits both contin-
uous measurement of characteristics of samples
and more detailed analysis of less common
characteristics and smaller categories of health-
reIated items. The continuous collection has
administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urbap and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling
units (PSU’s) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understandirlg, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this ‘discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. Three
general types of segments are used.
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Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments,using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all
areas of the country where addresses were well
defined and could be used to locate housing
units. In general the list frame included the
larger urban areas of the United States from
which about two-thirds of the HIS sample was
selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 8,000 segments which yield a probability y
sample of about 134,000 persons in 42,000
interviewed households in a year. However, the
first quarter of 1970 contained a sample reduc-
tion of 7 full weeks of interviewing due to
budgetary restrictions , whereas the remaining
quarters each contained the full 13 weeks.
During the 45 weeks in 1970 the sample was
composed of approximately 37,000 households
containing about 116,000 persons living at the
time of the interview. Comparability with pre-
vious annual estimates is not affected by the
reduced sample since the weighting procedure
employed by the Health Interview adjusts for
the missing weeks although the sampling
errors are somewhat higher for 1970 estimates
(see statement on adjustment of relative sam-
pling error on page 47).
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published as welI as a
detailed description of the sample designA and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
3National Center for Health Statistics: Health
survey procedure: concepts, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series l-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
4U.S. National Health Survey. The statistical design
of the health household interview survey. Health Stat&-
tics. PHS Pub. No. 584-A2. Public HeaIth Service.
Washington, D.C., July ~958.
method used to calcxdate sampIing errors of
estimates derived from the survey. s
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In
accordance with these specifications the Bureau
of the Census participates in survey planning,
seIects the sample, and conducts the field
interviewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating Procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sampIe, it is necessary to use complex proce-






Inflation by the reciprocal of the probabili-
ty of selection.–The probability of selec-
tion is the product of the probabilities of
selection from each step of selection in the
design (PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustment. —The estimates
are inflated by a multiplication factor
which has as its numerator the number of
sampIe households in a given segment and
as its denominator the number of house-
holds interviewed in that segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. –%,mpling the-
ory indicates that the use of auxiliary
information which is hlghIy correlated with
the variables being estimated improves the
reliability of the estimates. To reduce the
variability between PSU’S within a region,
the estimates are ratio adjusted to 1960
population within six color-residence
classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color. –The
estimates- are ratio adjust;d within each of
60 age-sex-coIor cells to an independent
estimate of the population of each ceil for
the survey period. These independent esti-
mates are prepared by the Bureau of the
5National Center for HeaIth Statistics: Estimation
and sampling variance in the Health Interview Survey.
Vital and HeaZth Statzktks. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, June 1970.
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Census. Both the first-stage and poststrati-
fied ratio adjustments take the form of
multiplication factors applied to the weight
of each elementary unit (person, house-
hold, condition, and hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
to make the sample more closely representative
of the civilian, noninstitutional population by
age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and
characteristics of the population. Consolidation
of samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Preva-
lence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s
experience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to
the week of interview. In such instances the
estimated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons zkter-
viewed during a year–experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
dura”ng the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse.–Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to
persons in a household which was not intewiew-
ed the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. The
total noninterview rate was about 5 percent– 1
percent was refusal, and the remainder was
primarily due to the failure to find an eligible
respondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies
obtained in interviews with persons in the
sample households. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the
interview, the information was obtained from a
related household member such as a spouse or
the mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic informa-
tion, the household respondent can usually pass
on to the interviewer only the information the
physician has given to the family. For conditions
not medically attended, diagnostic information
is often no more than a description of symp-
toms. However, other facts, such as the number
of disability days caused by the condition, can
be obtained more accurately from household
members than from any other source since only
the persons concerned are in a position to report
this information.
Rounding o~numbers.–The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole umit. AU
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail.
Devised statistics, such as rates and percent
distributions, are computed after the estimates
on which these are based have been rounded to
the nearest thousand.
Population figures. –Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
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age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to
independent estimates, these figures are based
on the sample of households in the HIS. These
are given primarily to provide denominators for
rate computation, and for this purpose are more
appropriate for use with the accompanying
measures of health characteristics than other
population data that may be available. With the
exception of the overall totals by age, sex, and
color mentioned above, the population figures
differ from corresponding figures (which are
derived from different sources) published in
reports of the Bureau of the Census. (For
population data for general use, see the official
estimates presented in Bureau of the Census
reports in the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series.)
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also
subject to reporting and processing errors and
errors due to nonresponse. To the extent pos-
sible, these types of errors were kept to a
minimum by methods built into survey proce-
dures. Although it is very difficult to measure
the extent of bias in the Health Interview
Survey, a number of studies have been conduct-
ed to study this problem. The results have been
published in several reports. 6-9
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also
reflects part of the variation which arises in the
6National Center for Health Statistics: Health
interview responses compared with medical records.
Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
2-No. 7. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, July 1965.
7National Center for Health Statistics: Comparison
of hospitalization reporting in three survey procedures.
Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Gover-
nmentPrinting Office, July 1965.
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample wouId differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide
variety of health statistics and which could be
prepared at a moderate cost, a number of
approximations were required. As a result, the
charts provide an estimate of the approximate
relative standard error rather than the precise
error for any specific aggregate or percentage.
Since the sampling error charts are based on the
full HIS design, the sampling errors derived from
the charts for 1970 estimates must be adjusted
to reflect the sample reduction .~ade during the
quarter of 1970. For annual statistics the adjust-
ment factor is 1.08, and for first quarter
estimates it is 1.5.
Three classes of statistics for the health
survey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow range. –This class consists of (1)
statistics which estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular
‘National Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health Statis-
tics PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public Health
Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office,
May 1967.
‘National Center for Health Statistics: The influ-
ence of interviewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household
interviews. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
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income group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium rarzge. -This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used in
data collection will rarely lie outside the range O
to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data collec-
tion can range from O to a number in excess of
5, e.g., the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
defined as:
Type A.–Statistics on prevalence and incidence
data for which the period of reference in
the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B.–Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire is 2
weeks.
Type C.–Statistics for which the reference
period is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applica-
ble to data contained in this report are pre-
sented.
General rules for determining relative sam-
pling errors. –The “guide” on page 50, together
with the following rules, will enable the reader
to determine approximate relative standard er-
rors from the charts for estimates presented in
this report.
Rule 1. Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are
obtained from appropriate curves on
pages 51-53. The number of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distra”bution: Relative standard erro~s
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on pages 54-56. For values which
do not fall on one of the curves presented
in the chart, visual interpolation will
provide a satisfactory approximation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomina-
tor. For example, in computing the rate
of visual impairments per 1,000 popula-
tion, the numerator consisting of per-
sons with the imp airment is a subclass
of the denominator which includes all
persons in the population. Such rates if
converted to rates per 100 may be
treated as though they were percentages
and the relative standard errors ob-
tained from the chart P4AN-M. Rates
per 1,000, or on any other base, must
first be converted to rates per 100; then
the percentage chart will provide the
relative standard error per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100
currently employed persons per year, it
is possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the
numerator. Approximate relative
standard errors for rates of this Kind
may be computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all persons
in one or more of the age-sex-color
groups of the total population, the
relative error of the rate is equwdent
to the relative error of the numerator
which can be obtained directlly from
the appropriate chart.
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(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each of
these relative errors, add the resulting
values, and extract the square root of
the sum. This procedure will result in
an upper bound on the standard error
and often will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is ap-
proximately the square root of the sum
of the squares of each standard error
considered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference d=X1 -X2 is
‘d =~(X1 Vx , )2 + (X2~)(z)2
where X1 is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and V’X, and
v~z are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will re-
present the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated characteris-
tics aIthough it is only a rough approxi-
mation in most other cases. The relative
standard error of each estimate involved
in such a difference can be determined
by one of the four rules above, which-
ever is appropriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifiesthe appropriate (1)A = aggregate, P = percentage;(2)the number of
curve to be used in estimating the relative standard calendar quarters of data collection; (3) the type of
error of the statistic described. The four components statistic as described on page 48 and (4)therange of
of each code describe the statisticas follows: thestatisticas describedOn pages 47-48.
Statistic
Number of:







Persons in the U.S. population or in any age-sex
category thereof-----------------------------------
Percentage distribution of:
Persons by residence or region----------------------
Disability days in a year---------------------------
Acute conditions in a year--------------------------
Incidence rates for acute conditions:
Per 100 total U.S. population or per
100 persons in any age-sex group of
the total U.S. population:
Per quarter---------------------------------------
Per year------------------------------------------
Per 100 persons in any other population group per
year-----------------------------------------------
Number of disability days:
Per 100 total U.S. population or per
100 persons in any age-sex group of
the total U.S. population:
Per quarter---------------------------------------
Per year------------------------------------------
Per 100 persons in any other population group per
year -----------------------------------------------
Per case for acute conditions:
Per quarter --------------------- -----------------
Per year --------------------- ---------------------
Use:
Rule Code on page
1
1 I AIBNA4BN
1 I AIBw1 A4BW

































Relative standard error% for a~gates based on four quartersd data collection





Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) has a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or
2,000,000).
a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
For a Wide range Type B statistic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 -cent of 6,000,000).
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Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type B statistic has a relative standard error of 19.3 Percent, read from
scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 1,158,000 (19.3 percent of 6,000,000).
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Size of estimate.,(in thousands)
1,000,000
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 20,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
wide range type B statistic has a relative standard error of 16.0 percent, read from scale
at left side of chart, or a standard etirorof 3,200,000 ( 16.0 percent of 20,000,000).
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Relative standarderrors for percentagesbased on four quartersof data cciUection
for type A data, Narrow and Medim range
(Easeof percentageshown on curves h millions)
1
Ewklmatedpercentage
Example of use of chart: Au esthate of 20 percent (on male at bottmu of chart)based on
an esthuate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 3.2 percent (readfrm the
scale at the left side of the dart) ,the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000
intersectsthe verticalline for 20 percent. The standarderror b percentagepoints is
equal to 20 percent X 3.2 percent or 0.64 percentagepoints.
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Relative standard errors for percentages based on four quarters of data collection
for type B data, Wide range









Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of.chart) based on
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 24.5 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is
equal to 20 percent X 24.5 percent or 4.9 percentage points.
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Relative stzmdard errors for percentages based on four quarters of data culJ.ection
for type B data, Narrow and Med@m range
(Base of percentage shown on curves in milliona)
A 2 3 46 6789~ 2 3 45 6789a
1 10 100
Estimated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on
an estimate qf 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 17.0 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,OOOI,OOO in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Condition.–A morbidity condition, or sim-
ply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in
disability, or whether they were acute or chron-
ic; or accordhg to the type of disease, injury,
impairment, or symptom reported. For the
purposes of each published report or set of
tables, only those conditions recorded on the
questionnaire which satisfy certain stated crite-
ria are included.
Conditions are classified by type according
to the Eighth Revision International Classifica-
tion of Diseases, Adapted for Use in the United
States, with certain modifications adopted to
make the code suitable for a household inter-
view survey.
Acute condiiion.–An acute condition is
defined as a condition which has lasted.less than
3 months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following conditions which are always
classified as chronic even
occurred within 3 months
interview.
though the onset





Repeated attacks of sinus trouble
Rheumatic fever














Trouble with varicose veins
Hemorrhoids or piles
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing








Paralysis of any kind
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Repeated trouble with back or spine Acute condition grou@. –In this report, all
Club foot tables which have data classifed by type of
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, condition emp Ioy a 5-category regrouping plus
leg, fingers, arm, or back several selected subgroups. The International
Condition present since birth Classification code numbers included in each




Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . 000-136
Common childhood diseases . . . . 033, 052, 055, 056, 072
The virus not otherwise specified . . 079.9
Other infective and parasitic diseases . 000-032,034-051, 053, 054, 057-071, 073-136
Respiratory conditions . . . . . . . 460A186, 501, 508-516, 519, 783
Upper respiratory conditions . . .
Common cold . . . . . .
Other upper respiratory conditions
Influenza. . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifesta-
tions . . . . . . . .
Other influenza . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . . . .











Digestive system conditions . . . . . 520.6-521.5, 521.7-523.9, 525-530, 535-543,
560, 561, 564-577, 784, 785
Dental conditions . . . . . . . 520.6-521.5, 521.7-523.9, 525
Functional and symptomatic upper
gastrointestinal disorders not else-
where classifiable . . . . . . 536, 784.0, 784.1, 784.3, 784.7, 785.4 pt.
Other digestive system conditions . . 526-530, 535, 537, 540-543, 560, 561,
564-577, 784.2, 784.4-784.6, 785 pt.
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . N800-N870, N872-N884, N890-N894, N900-N994,
N996-N999
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and
strains . . . . . . . . . N800-N848
Fractures and dislocations . . . N800-N838
Sprains and strains . . . . . N840-N848
Open wounds and lacerations . . . . N870, N872-N884, N890-N894, N900-N907
Contusions and superficial injuries . . N91 O-N929
Other current injuries . . . . . . N850-N869, N930-N994, N996-N999
All other acuta conditions . . . . . . All other acute code numbers
Disease of the ear ; . . . . . . 380-387, 745.0-745.3, 781.3
Headaches . . . . . . . . . 791
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . 580-629, 786, 789
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy
and the puerperium . . . . . 630-678
Diseases of the skin . . . . . . . 680-709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system . 717-733, 787
All other acute conditions . . . . . Other acute code numbers
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Onset of condition.–A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it couId be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
Incidence of conditions.–The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time
period. As previously mentioned, minor acute
conditions involving neither restricted activity
nor medical attention are excluded from the
statistics. The incidence data shown in some
reports are further limited to various subclasses
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions
involving bed disability. ”
A ctiuity-restric ting condition. –An
activity-restricting condition is one which had its
onset in the past 2 weeks and which caused at
least 1 day of restricted activity during the 2
calendar weeks before the interview week. (See
definition of “Restricted-activity day.”)
Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See definition of “Bed-disability day.”)
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medicalIy attended if a physician has been
consulted about it either at its onset or at any
time thereafter. Medical attention includes con-
sultation either in person or by telephone for
treatment or advice. Advice from the physician
transmitted to the patient through the nurse is
counted as well as visits to physicians in clinics
or hospitals. If during the course of a single visit
the physician is consulted about more than one
condition for each of several patients, each
condition of each patient is counted as medi-
cally attended.
Discussion of a child’s condition by the
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition, the term
“physician” includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term
reduction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability days are classified according to
whether they are days of restricted activity,
bed-days, work-loss days, or schooI-loss days. AI1
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of this
statement is, ot course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are also days of
restricted activity for the working and school-
age populations. Hence, restricted activity is the
most inclusive term used in describing disability
days.
Condition day.–Condition days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and work loss
are days of the various forms of disability
associated with any one condition. Since any
particular day of disability may be associated
with more than one condition, the sum of days
for conditions may add to more than the total
number of person days.
Restncted-actzuity day.–A day of restrict-
ed activity is one on which a person substantial-
ly reduces the amount of activity normal for
that day because of a specific illness or injury.
The type of reduction varies with the age and
occupation of the individual as welI as with the
day of the week or season of the year. Restrict-
ed activity covers the range from substantial
reduction to complete inactivity for the entire
day.
Bed-disability day.-A day of bed disability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. It is considered to be a day only if the
period of bed disability includes more than half
of the daylight hours. All hospital days for
inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospitzd.
IVo+loss day.–A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for a least one-half of his normal
workday because of a specific illness or injury.
The number of days Iost from work is deter-
mined only for persons 17 years of age and over
who reported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the inten’iew they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See
“Currently employed persons” under “Demo-
graphic Terms.”)
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School-loss day. –A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or
injury. The number of days lost from school is
determined only for children 6-16 years of age,
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending upon the purpose of the table.
Quarter.–The quarters used by the Health
Interview Survey are actually 13-week periods
rather than 3 calendar months. Since each
13-week period begins on a Monday and ends on
a Sunday, the actual dates of the beginning and
end of each 13-week period may overlap into
another calendar quarter. Therefore, the time
periods in the table headings are the approxi-
mate rather than the precise periods during
which the interviewing was conducted.
Currently employed persons. –Currently
employed persons are all persons 17 years of age
and over who reported that at any time during
the 2-week period covered by the interview they
either worked at or had a job or business.
Current erpployment includes paid work as an
employee of someone else, self-employment in
business, farming, or professional practice, and
unpaid work in a family business or farm.
Persons who were temporarily absent from their
job or business because of a temporary illness,
vacation, strike, or bad weather are considered
as currently employed if they expected to work
as soon as the particular event causing their
absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered as having
a job if they had a definite arrangement with
one or more employers to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time. Excluded from the currently
employed population are such persons who have
no definite employment schedule but who work
only when their services are needed.
Also excluded from the current employed
population are ( 1) persons who were not
working, even though having a job or business,
but were on layoff or looking for work, (2)
persons receiving revenue from an enterprise in
whose operation they did not participate, (3)
persons doing housework or charity work for
which they received no pay, and (4) seasonal
workers during the unemployment season.
The number of currentIy employed persons
estimated by the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared by the
Current Population Survey (CPS), Bureau of the
Census, for several reasons. In addition to
sampling variability they include three primary
conceptual differences, namely: ( 1) HIS esti-
mates are for persons 17 years of age or over;
CPS estimates are for persons 14 years of age or
over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week-reference period
while CPS uses a l-week-reference period. (3)
HIS is a continuing survey with separate samples
taken weekly, while CPS is a monthly sample
taken for the survey week which includes the
12th of the month.
Place of residence. –The place of residence
of a member of the civilian, noninstitutional
population is classified as inside a standard
metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) or outside
an SMSA according to farm or nonfarm resi-
dence.
Standard metropolitan statistical areas. –
The definitions and titles of SMSA’S me estab-
lished by the U.S. Office of Management and
Budget with the advice of the Federal Com-
mittee on Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas. There were 212 SMSA’S defined for the
1960 decennial census.
The definition of an individual SMSA
involves two considerations: first, a city or cities
of specified population which constitute the
central city and identify the county in which it
is located as the central county; and, second,
economic and social relationships with contig-
uous counties (except in New England) which
are metropolitan in character, so that the periph-
ery of the specific metropolitan area may be
determined. SMSA’S are not limited by State
boundaries.
Farm and nonfarm residence.–The popula-
tion residing outside SMSA’S is subdivided into
the farm population, which comprises all non-
SMSA residents living on farms, and the non-
farm population, which comprises the remaining
non-SMSA population. The farm population
includes persons living on places of 10 acres or
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more from which sales of farm products
amounted to $50 or more during the previous
12 months or on places of less than 10 acres
from which sales of farm products amounted to
$250 or more during the preceding 12 months.
Other persons living in non-SMSA territory were
classified as nonfarrn if their household paid rent
for the house but their rent did not include any
land used for farming.
Sales of farm products refer to the gross
receipts from the sale of field crops, vegetables,
fruits, nuts, livestock and livestock products
(milk, WOO1,etc.), poultry and poultry products,
and nursery and forest products produced on the
place and sold at any time during the preceding
12 months.
Geo#aphic regz”on.-For the purpose of
classifying the population by geographic area,
the States are grouped into four regions. These
regions, which correspond to those used by the







Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Is-
land, Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Ulinois,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas
Delware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Col-
orado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Alaska, Washing-





PROBE QUESTIONS ON DISABILITY DAYS AND PHYSICIAN VISITS
REFERENCE PERIOD AND CONDITION PAGES’
This survey is being conducted to collect information on the Nation’s health. I will ask about visits to
doctors and dentists, illness i. the family, and other health related items. (HAND CALENDAR)
The first few questions refer t.a the post 2 week=, that is, the 2 weeks outlined i“ red on that calendar,
beginning Monday, , and ending this post Sunday,
5.. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or in@y?
---——— ——— —— —--- --———— ———— —— —.- ----— —------ -----—— ——
b. During that 2-week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
-- —-- —- —-— ————— —---—- ———-—— —--—— —— --- .—— ——— —— ---- _.
c. During those 2 weeks, how mtiny days did illness
or iniury keep -- from work? (k or females): not counting work around the house.
-——— --——— ————- ---- ————— -——— --—— ——-—- ____ _____ ____ __
d. During those two weeks, how many days did illness or inlury keep -- from school?
------ --—— —----- -———— ————— ——--—-—— —--- ----— —--—— -—-
If BOTH bed days AND work or school loss days, ask:
work
e. On how many of these -- days lost from sche.al
}
did -- stay in bed all or most of tho day?
———— ---- -———— ———— ————— --— -—- --— —=————- --- -— —--— ———
Were there any (other) days during the past 2 wee~s that -- cut down on the things
he usually does becouse of illness or iniury?
—-—- ———- ____ ____ _____ ————— ———- ---- -——— —— __ --- --—-
g. (Again, not counting the day(s)
{~fi=~’’,})
Ouring that period, how many day; did he cut down for as much as a day?
If 1+ daye in Q. 5, ask 6; otherwise go to next person.
‘“”ma’cond’i”ncaus”d--to {%!!:s’} ‘U’ing’hep’’’’’week”
——— ——— ——— -— -- --- --— --——— ---— ———— —- —--- ---- ---——— ———
{}
stay in bed
b. Did any othw condition cause him to
miss work during that period?
miss school
cut down
























—Days Under 6 (Sf).—_____ ---- ___
_WL days (s,)
o Nom (5f)







-— -- --- —-- ——
_Days (6,)
~ None (6)
Enter condition i“ ita C
Adk 6b




En t.. condition. in item c
Remk 6b
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O. During the past 2 weeks (the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar) how many
times did -- see a medical doctor? r10.
(Besides those visits)
la. During that 2.week period did anyone in the family go to a doctor’s office or
Y (Ilbandc>
clinic for shots, X-rays, tests, orexcmi nations? N (12)
-------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- . -.




. -------- ---------------- -N_(lld)
If ““Doctor visit,” ask
--
d. How many times did -- visit ih. &ctor during that period? <
2a. Dwing thof period, did anyone in the fomily get any medical advice fmm Y (f2b and C)
a doctor over the telephone? N (13)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
b. Who was the phone call about? - Mark “Phone call’” box in person’s column. 1Zt
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
Y (12b a“d c)
c. Any calls about anyone else? N (12d)
_______________________________________________________________________________ - __
If “Phone call,” ask:
d. How many telephone COIIs were mode to get medicol advice about -- ? d
Fill item C, (DR. VISITS), from Q.’s 10-12 for all persons.
Ask Q. 13a for each person with visits in DR. VISIT box.
30. For what condition did -- see or talk to a doctor during the past 2 weeks? 130
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --




d, During that period, did -- see or talk to o &ctor olmut any other condition? d
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . __
e. Dining the past 2 weeks was -- sick because of her pregnancy? e
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . --
f. What was the maiter? - Anything else? f,
A. Duting the past 2 weeks did anyone in th* family hove cmy(other) accidents or in@ies? Y (14b, C) N (15)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . --
b. Who was this? - Mark “Accident or injury”’ box in person’s column. 14b
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ., __
c. Did anyone else have any accidents or iniuries during that period? Y {14b, C) N
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .. . . --
If “’Accident or iniury,”’ ask:
d. As a result of the accident, did -- s- a doctor or did h- cut down on the things ho usually does? d
-----------, -------------------------------------------------------------------- --
e, What was the in@y? .
So. During the past 12 months, that is since (date) a yeor ago, about how mwty times did -- see or talk to o
medical doctor? (Do not count doctors sen +ile a patient in a hospital.)
15.
(Include th. -- vizifs you alrmady told m- akut.)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - --















Enter candtim in item C
a-d ,sA 13d 1
J
-------




Em., condit;m in item C (NP)
-------------------
❑ Accident or injury
-------------------
1------------------ 1w
— Number of visits I-------------------
I n 2 week doctor visit
1
‘- ~~FZZt-2-GFe5<-n;F----
reported (Q.9e 10 and 13)
3 ❑ 2 w=eks -6 mon~%
40@=r6 - 12 mon~s
5 ❑ I year
6a2-4 years
7 ❑ 5+ years
8nNevci
PHYSICIAN VISIT PROBE QUESTIONS
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CONDITION 1
1. p.rson number I Name of condition
1. When did -- Imst see or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
1 ❑ In lntervlew I U Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ❑ 2-4 yrs.
w=ek (Reask 2) zn2wks. -6mos. 6D5+yrs.
gnOver6–12mos. 7 ❑ Never
41_Jiyr.
--------------------------------------------------
Examine “Name of condit!on” entry and mark
❑ Accident or Injury (4) n On Card C ❑ Neither (3a)
(Check item)
If “Ooctor not talked to, ” record adeauate descrlpt!on of condition.
If ““Doctor talked to,” ask:
la. What did the doctor say it was? - Did he give it a medical name?
b. What was the cause of . . .?
❑ Accident or inl.ry (4)
If the entry in 3a or 3b tncludes the words:
A , lment cyst Growth Tumor
As+hnm Defect M... 1.s ulcer
Attack Disease R.pt.ro
Cc..di+io. Dls.arde, Trouble
c. What kind of . . . is it?




For allergy or stroke, ask:
d. How does the allergy (stroke) affect him?
For an impairment or any of the follow!ng entries
Abscess Da,nog. Pmly,i=
Ache (except headache) G,owth Rupture
B Ie.d ,.g Hano,rhage sore
Blood clot In feet,.” soreness
Bo, I Inflmrmticw Tumor Ask e:
Cmcer Ne.mlgi. u Ice,
cramp, (except Neurl*is varicose ..,. *
Inml, +w.al) Pal” Wcmk
cyst P. l*y Week..,,
J
e. What part of the body is affected?
-—
Show the followlng detal 1:
Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, SCCIIP, face
Bock/spine/vertebra. . . . . . . . upper, middle, Iowor
Earoreye . . . . . . . . . . . . .. oneor both
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . one or both; shoulder, upper,
elbew, lower, wrist, h~nd
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . one or both; hip, upper, knee,
lower, ankle, foot
FILL QUESTIONS 4-9 FOR ALL ACCIDENTS OR INJURIES
I. Did the, accident hnppen during the past 2 years or before that time?
❑ Ouring the past 2 years (4b) ❑ Before 2 years (5a)
,. When did tbe accident b.appen?
❑ Last week n 3-12 months
❑ Week before ❑ I –2 years
❑ 2 weeks–3 months
Ask for all accidents or inluri es:
I. At the time of the accident what part of the body was bvrt?
What kind of iniury woz it? Anything else?
Part(s) of body I Kind of Injury
1--------
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
,. Wh~t part of the body is affected now?
How Is his -- of fe.cted? Is he affected in any other way?
Pm(s) of body I Pres.sm effects
,------- _.--. --., --------- ________________________
. MS a car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
involved in tbe accident in any way? lY 2 N (7)
I. Was more than one vehicle involved? Y N
:. Was it (either one) movinq at the time? lY 2N
Where did th= accident happn?
I ❑ At home (Inside house)
2 ❑ At home (adjacent premises)
3 ❑ Street and highway (includes roadway)
4 ❑ Farm
s n Industrial place (includes premises)
6 D School (includes premises)
7 ❑ place of recreation and sports, except at school
e ❑ ~her (-$pec~fy)y
Was -- at work at his iob or business when th= .a=cident happened?
lY s ❑ While in Armed Services
2N ~ ❑ Under 17 at time of accident
Ask for all accidents that happened during the Past 2 weeks
except those Involving moving motor vehicles,
We a,re inter=st.d in the obie.cts that caused both the accident and








n Not an eye cond. (11) lg F,rst eye cond. (10)
CHECK ITEM ❑ Under 6 (11) m Not first eye cond. (II)
m
10. Can -- see well enough to read ordinary newspaper
print with glasses with his ~le~] eye? . . . . . . . . . IY 2P4
\ right j . . . . . . . . . . . . 1Y2N
11- Du~ng A= past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause him to cut dew on the
things he usually does?
lY 2 N (16a)
12. During that period, how many days did he cut down for as much as a day?
—Days 00 ❑ None (16a)
13. During that 2-week period, how many days did his . . . keep him in bed
all or most of the day?
_Days 00 ❑ None
14. Ask if 17+ years:
How many days did his . . . keep him from work during that 2-week period
(For females): not counting wok am.nd the house?
_Days (16a) 00 m None (16a)
15. Ask if6 -16 years:
Hmv many days”did his . . . keep him fmm school during that
2-week period?
_Days 00 ❑ None
16.. When did -- first notice his . . .?
(Was it during the past 3 months or before that time?)
❑ During 3 mos. ❑ More than 3 m... ago (17)
------------ ~ ------------------------------------
b. Did he first notice tt during the past 2 weeks or before that ttmc?
3 ❑ Past 2 weeks 4U More than 2 wks. ago (.4.4)
----- .--------------------------——.———-————- --—
c. Which week, last week or the week before?
I n Last week
I
(AA)
2 ❑ Week before
17. Did -- first notice it during the past 12 months or before that time?
s m 3–12 montis 6 ~ More than 12 mos. ago
--lA A Ccmti”ue if cond,ucm [wed or reported in probe Q. 16Otherwise, go to next condltlon.
Do not continue for nzissmg extremities or organs.
NTERVIEWER
;HECK ITEM
n Doctor seen (19) ❑ Doctor not seen (18)
I
B. During the past 12 months what did -- & or take for his . . .? @’rite in)
A“ythi”g .4 se? (25)
9. After -- first noticed something was wrong, about how long was it
before he talked to a doctor abeut it?
(Probe W.. it a matter of days, weeks, or months?)
o ❑ Discovered by doctor (21a) 4_ Months
z_Days 5_ Years
a—Weeks 9UDK
0. BEFORE -- talked to a doctor almut his . . .. did he & or take
anything for it?
IY 2N s DK
la. Doe5 -- NOW take any medicine or treatment for his . . .?
lY 2 N (22)- . ---- —------ -- = ---------------------------------
b. Was any of this medlcme or treatment recommended by a &ctor?
lY ZN
2. Has he ever had surgery for this condition?
lY 2N
3. Was he ever hospitalized for this condition?
lY 2N
4. During the past 12 months, about how may times has -- seen or
talked to a doctor about his . . .?
(Do not count visits while a patient in a hospital.)
_ Times 000 n None
5. About how many days during the post 12 months has this condition kept
him in bed 011or most of the day?
_ Days 000 R None
fia. How often does his . . . bother him - d! of the time, often, one= in a
while, or never?
I ❑ All the time 2 ❑ Often 3n Once in awhile
o ~ Never (26c) 4 ❑ Ofier fsw%)________ ..____ -._ -------- _ ----- — ____________________ .
b. When it &es bother him, is he bothered a greaf deal, same, or very little?
I a Great deal 2 D Some 3m Very little
4 ❑ Other (Specify)-------------------------------------------------
o All the t!me In 26a (NC)
c. Does -- still have his . . .?
1 Y (NC) N
—. —. . . .-.-------—-- -. ---------- —- —--------— –-----d-
. 1,sthis condition completely cured or is it under cuntml?
2 U Cured (26e) 3 I_J Und. cont. (’NC)
~ a Other (Specify) (NC)
________ _._________ ——________________________ ----
e. Akout how long did -- have this condition before it was cured?
o ❑ Less than one month Months Years
Paz. 15
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